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Current research

The nuclear envelope divides eukaryotic cells into
distinct nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments.
mRNA, tRNA and ribosomes are made in the
nucleus and need to be exported to the cytoplasm
where they function in translation. Conversely, all
nuclear proteins are synthesised in the cytoplasm
and need to be imported into the nucleus. This
nucleocytoplasmic transport proceeds through the
nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) and is largely
mediated by specific carriers such as importins or
exportins. The loading and unloading of these
carriers with cargo is co-ordinated by the
RanGTPase system.

Projects for a doctoral thesis

NPCs are giant molecular machines that function as
highly selective gates between nucleus and
cytoplasm. They allow a rapid passage of some
molecules, such as nuclear transport receptors, but
represent a firm permeability barrier for others. The
molecular basis for this selectivity as well as the
molecular mechanism(s) of NPC function are major,
unresolved issues in the nuclear transport field.
These questions are the current focus of our
laboratory and will be addressed by microscopical
techniques, by biochemical, biophysical, molecular
biological approaches, as well as by computer
simulations.
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Figure shows fluorescent importin beta bound to
nuclear pore complexes.
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